This paper presents a strongly polynomial algorithm for submodular function minimization using only additions, subtractions, comparisons, and oracle calls for function values.
Introduction
Let U be a finite nonempty set of cardinality n. A function f defined on the subsets of U is submodular if it satisifies
/(x) + fW) >-.f(x n Y) + f(x u r), vx, Y c v.
Examples of submodular functions include cut capacity functions, matroid rank functions, and entropy flmctions.
GrStschel-Lov~sz-Schrijver [9, 10] showed that submodular functions can be minimized in strongly polynomial time by the ellipsoid method. Combinatorial strongly polynomial algorithms are developed independently by Iwata-Fleischer-Fujishige (IFF) [12] and Schrijver [16] . Both of these algorithms are based on the first combinatorial pseudopolynomial-time algorithm due to Cunningham [2] . The IFF algorithm employs a scaling scheme for submodular functions developed in the design of capacity scaling algorithms for submodular flows [4, 11] , while Schrijver's algorithm builds more directly on Cunningham's algorithm.
These combinatorial algorithms perform multiplications and divisions, despite the problem of submodular function minimization does not involve multiplications nor divisions. Schrijver [16] asks if one can minimize submodular functions in strongly polynomial time using only additions, subtractions, comparisons, and the oracle calls for function values. Such an algorithm is called 'fully combinatorial.' The present paper settles this problem by developing a fully combinatorial variant of the IFF algorithm.
A fully combinatorial algorithm consists of oracle calls for function evaluation and fundamental opera-
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tions including additions, subtractions, and comparisons. Such an algorithm is strongly polynomial if the total number of oracle calls and fundamental operations is bounded by a polynomial in the dimension n of the problem. In the design of a fully combinatorial, strongly polynomial algorithm, we are allowed to multiply an integer which is bounded by a polynomial in n. We are also allowed to compute an integer rounding of a ratio of two numbers, provided that the answer is bounded by a polynomial in n.
An advantage of fully combinatorial algorithms is that they are easily extended to solve the problem over any totally ordered additive group. In fact, our algorithm as well as its analysis can be applied to submodular functions over an arbitrary totally ordered additive group. For integer valued submodular functions, fully combinatorial algorithms work with integer arithmetics. Thus they are completely free from numerical errors.
Fully combinatorial, strongly polynomial algorithms are known for various combinatorial optimization problems, e.g., the minimum spanning tree, shortest path, maximum flow, and assignment problems. For the minimum cost flow problem, Fujishige [6] suggested a fully combinatorial implementation of the first strongly polynomial algorithm due to Taxdos [18] , which nsed Gaussian elimination. For the problem of testing membership in matroid polyhedra, which is a special case of submodular function minimization, Cunningham [1] devised a strongly polynomial algorithm and its fully combinatorial implementation. For finding a proper nonempty subset minimizing a symmetric submodular function, Queyranne [15] presented a fully combinatorial, strongly polynomial algorithm, extending a minimum cut algorithm of Nagamochi-Ibaraki [14] for undirected graphs. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 prorides preliminaries on base polyhedra. In Section 3, we decribe an outline of our algorithm. The algorithm repeatedly applies a procedure Fix, which will be described in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss the time complexity to show that the algorithm is strongly polynomial.
B a s e P o l y h e d r a
This section provides preliminaries on submodular functions and base polyhedra. See [5, 7, 131 for more details and general background.
Let V be a finite nonempty set of cardinality v. For a vector x E R v and a subset X C V, we denote x ( X ) = ~u e x x(u). We also denote by x -a vector in R v defined by x -( u ) = min{x(u), 0}. For each u E V, we denote by X~ the vector in R v with X~(u) = 1 and 
This quantity/~ is called an exchange capacity.
A Fully Combinatorial Algorithm
This section presents an outline of our fully combinatorial algorithm for minimizing a submodular function f : 2 u --* R. The algorithm consists of iterations. Each iteration calls a procedure [=ix described in Section 4.
The algorithm works with a directed acyclic graph D --(V, F ) and a subset Z C U that is included in every 
LCX) = "fCX u nCu)) -}(R(,,)) (X c_ V\R(,,)).

Note that is submodnlar and _<
A subset X C_ V\R(u) is a minimizer of f'~ if and only if X U R(u) minimizes f" among those ideals that contains u. Therefore, any minimizer of f'containing u must contain w. This implies by L e m m a 3.1 that any minimizer of ] including F({u}) must include F({w}).
T h e n the algorithm adds a new arc (u,w) to F. If this yields a directed cycle Q, any minimizer of f must include all or none of the elements represented by the vertices in Q, and hence the algorithm contracts Q to a single vertex. The resulting Z and D continues to satisfy the required properties. • As a result of each iteration with ~ > 0, the algorithm deletes a vertex from D or adds a new arc to D. Therefore, after at most n 2 iterations, the algorithm terminates with o _< 0, which provides a minimizer of f by Lemma 3.2.
y(v) = ~u(L(v)) -f'~(L(v)\{v}) = f(R(u) U L(v)) -f(R(u) U L(v)k{v}) <_ f(R(v)) -f'(R(v)\{v}) _<
T h e F i x i n g P r o c e d u r e
This section describes the procedure F i x ( g , a , a ) for finding a vertex w • V t h a t is contained in every minimizer of a submodulax function g : D -~ R such that any exchage capacity in B(g) is at most a. The distributive lattice :D is the set of ideals of a directed graph D = (V, F ) on the vertex set V of cardinality u. We also assume that there is a subset Y E D such t h a t 29(Y) < -c~. Whenever the algorithm calls Fix, these conditions are satisfied with a < n~.
T h e procedure consists of scaling phases with a scale parameter p E Z, which is initially set as p := (i,u,v) . This operation modifies x and without changing z. See Figure 1 for the formal description.
T h e first step of Double-Exchange(i, u, v) is to compute the exchange capacity
In the nonsaturating Double-Exchange(i, u, v), a new index k is added to I. The associated yk and Lk are the previous yi and Li, respectively. T h e n it computes q := [~(u, v)/fl] by repeatedly subtracting t3 from is(u, v). Since ~(u, v) < /~ifl, the number of required subtractions is at most #i _< p. More efficiently, we can carry out this computation of q by O(log 2 p) fundamental operations. T h e associated coefficient bk is given by /zk :=/~i -q, and then #i is replaced by t~i := q. Note t h a t the new p~ satisfies ~(u, v) </zi/~ <_ ~(u, v) + ft.
Whether saturating or nonsaturating, the operation We are now ready to describe the procedure Fix. (1-2) Otherwise, apply Double-Exchange to an active triple (i, u, v).
S t e p 2: If x = ~'~iell~iYi satisfies x(w) < -v 2 a for some w • V, then return w.
S t e p 3: Put p := 2p and ~i := 2#i for each i E I. Go to Step 1.
• One execution of Step 1 is referred to as a scaling phase in the following analysis. •
